
APPRAISAL PRESSURE
HOW DO YOU FEEL
the amount of appraisal pressure has 
changed since the implementation
of HVCC?

“I feel no pressure from lenders anymore. I really don’t talk to lenders that much.”

"My business has increased as a result of AIR"

“Today, I find that the pressure comes from the borrower rather than the lender.”
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of respondents say they are still receiving pressure to 
change the condition of the subject property. 
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Of the appraisers who said they still receive pressure, 
this graphic identifies the party pressuring to change 
the condition of the subject property.
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of respondents say they are still receiving pressure to
inflate values. 

 
 

SOME APPRAISERS TOLD US
they are receiving new and different types of pressure since AIR…

“The pressure is now to accept low fees. In order for an appraiser to be 
able to make a living and still spend the amount of time to adequately 
analyze the subject and the market, they need to receive a reasonable fee.“

"Being pressured with short turn times."

“They still try to tell you which comps to use. I work mostly for AMCs so I get 
less of it and my AMCS help with some of it, but the lenders still think they 
know more than we do. Real Estate Agents definitely think they do.”
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Of the appraisers who said they still receive pressure, 
this graphic identifies the party pressuring to inflate 
values of the subject property.
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SINCE THE IMPLEMENTATION
of AIR have you been placed on a blacklist?

NOT SURE YESNO

50% 42% 8%

WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR PUTTING YOU 
ON A BLACKLIST?

LENDER

AMC

OTHER

WERE YOU NOTIFIED AND OFFERED 
a rebuttal process when you were blacklisted?

“How do you find out if you are on a blacklist???”

“Who is overseeing an independence
complaint?”

“I have just stopped receiving orders from a 
particular lender through an AMC after failing to 
appraise at the sales price. It all still goes on,
just silently.”

of appraisers said they 
were never notified.

of appraisers that were blacklisted 
were offered a rebuttal process and 

a way to get back on the panel. 
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